A method is presented for precise mounting of a hose model with any specified twist. Once mounting points and directions are specified, a hose of a specified length can be developed using discrete beams. A divide and conquer approach is employed to position, orient, decouple the free end of the hose model in a twist free state that is then twisted to a specified angle. The development of the kinematic elements necessary to do this is presented. Some Cosserat models have been shown to branch into multiple solutions while the method presented here has always converged to the minimum energy solution. The method for linking the hose model to other linkages is discussed as well one common error committed by users in implementing the link. In order to model the torsional properties of the hose, the torsional stiffness must be modified. A method for doing this using digital scans is discussed. Failure to consider preset and hysteresis of the hoses can cause considerable error in predicting interference as is demonstrated. Simply taking the mount orientations out of a common plane can cause significant stress to build up in the model from torsional coupling during a simple linear translation.
INTRODUCTION
Many methods for modeling hydraulic have been developed. Cosserat models [1, 2] , finite element models [3] , and discrete beam models [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] have all been successfully employed. They all have their strengths, but it could be argued that beam models in a multi-body modeling system are the easiest to deploy. A person with a bachelor of science in mechanical engineering and an interest in kinematics can be taught to develop hose models in a matter of hours using a multi-body modeling system whereas Cosserat models can be quite daunting. Sugiyama and Otaki pointed out that "good" initial conditions can be important for a good solution. Some models can branch into multiple solutions if care is not taken.
The authors have been using a divide and conquer method to move hose models into position. Using this method, there has never been a case where models have branched into an assembled into an incorrect position. The steps of this method will be outlined. The resulting model can integrated into an existing suspension model, but it is very easy to do this incorrectly. An example of implementing the model incorrectly will be presented. Finally, The SAE standard, SAE J1927 [11] , states that "hoses should flex in only one plane". A brief explanation will be given on how nearness to one plane can be quantified. The models presented here were developed in the multi-body modeling system, ADAMS using Timoshenko beams [12] . The techniques presented here could be implemented in any multi-body modeling system.
BUILDING A MODEL
The first step in building a model is determining the mount points and the attachment directions at those points. Figure 1 shows two cylinders that might represent mounts with their centerlines determining directions. The sense of this direction is important because there are several ways that a hose could be assembled as shown in Figure 2 . Once the sense has been determined a length can be selected. The exact desired length of the hose is used to build a series of cylindrical solids connected with short beam elements as shown in Figure 3 . In the example, 100 cylinders were connected with 99 beams because it made for a relatively smooth looking model. Fifty cylinders also works well, but there is no significant difference in run time. The model here ran in a few minutes. Regarding the smoothness of the model, it is obviously not as smooth as the Cosserat models, but these models are constructed in an interactive environment where properties can be modified quickly. The models can also be coupled directly into existing suspension model in the same environment. Also, the deviations from a smooth representation (less than a millimeter as shown here) are far outweighed by factors such as improper simulation techniques or improperly characterizing material which can result in very large errors as described below. Once the model has been built, a divide and conquer strategy can be used to isolate components of motion necessary to place the free end of the model properly on the other mount. Conceptually, the easiest motion is translation to the mount point. This was done using a prismatic joint with a unit step function that was multiplied by the magnitude necessary to move the proper distance. To get the proper rotation, a rotary joint was used. The direction rotary joint axis was determined from the cross product of the attachment direction vectors. Thus, the rotational axis is normal to both attachment vectors. The angle of rotation was then determined by the dot product of the two attachment vectors. Again a unit step function was used and multiplied by the magnitude necessary to rotate the proper angle for alignment with the mount. A second rotary joint was created with its axis collinear with the centerline axis of the free-end cylinder. This second rotary joint was used to allow the free-end to be positioned with zero torque along the axis of the hose. The angle of rotation was recorded and a third unit step function was used rotate the end and lock this angle. The final placement result is shown in Figure 5 
Potential Errors in the Implementation of the Model
The authors have seen people dismiss that last rotational lock along the axis of the hose. The reason for this dismissal was due to the fact that the hose model was being used for interference checks in a vehicle assembly. Users needed to collect model configurations for many positions of a suspension, so they would assemble the model integrate it into the assembly. Then they would reconfigure the suspension and assemble the model again. This had the effect of moving the suspension with a torque free coupling. Figure  6 illustrates what can happen. Two models were built one gold one red. The gold model was fixed to the suspension links at both ends. The red model was allowed to rotate freely about its attachment axis on the mount nearest to the large gray tire. The suspension was articulated through steer, jounce, and rebound. At the start of the run, the models were coincident. Later in the run, the models separated as shown. The difference at maximum separation is about one inch. This is not acceptable since one inch clearance is often used as an acceptable clearance.
Figure 6. A comparison of a simulation of two hose models with both ends fixed(gold) and one end free (red).
The model must be attached to the suspension assembly at both ends as the hose in the vehicle will be. Figure 7 reinforces how tight the routing for a hose can be with the fingers of an inspector fitting between a strut and a vehicle's sheet metal. A second source of error can come from neglecting to adjust the torsional stiffness of a hose model. The torsional stiffness can be 10 to 15 times that of an isotropic hose. For pure bending, the torsional stiffness doesn't matter. Simple bending deflection tests will yield acceptable values for bending stiffness. Twist testing has not given good results in the experience of the authors. Comparing twisted hose models to digital scans has proven to work much better. With this method, the torsional stiffness along the axis of the hose is adjusted until the model approaches the scans as shown in Figure 8 . Figure 9 shows the difference between an isotropic model and an anisotropic model. Both models had the same end twisted 180°. Neglecting the torsional stiffness has nearly the same effect as a torque free coupling at one end. 
Recent Observations
A recent observation with the model is a confirmation of the statement "hoses should flex in only one plane" which appears in the SAE standard SAE J1927. When the two direction vectors at the ends of the hose model can be contained in one plane, there is very little differential torque built up between beam elements. It does not matter if the ends are displaced from one another or twisted with respect to one another. However, if the respective planes which are normal to the cross product of those vectors become separated, the differential torque rises very quickly for cases of both relative displacement and relative twist of one end. This supports the aforementioned statement in the standard very well.
Mathematically, this separation can be developed from Figure   10 . The tails of vectors and are located at the hose mount points. The directions of the vectors determine the mount orientations at each end. The direction of the normal vector is determined from the cross product of Equation (1) . is the vector from the first mount point to the second.
is the projection of that is perpendicular to . is sized to satisfy the vector loop in Equation (2) . Ideally, the magnitude of is zero, and is equal to . Another observation is that hysteresis and preset can distort the predictive quality of any model. A study [13] showed that multiple scans were necessary in developing a more precise non-linear hose model. Figure 11 helps to illustrate this point. One 16 inch hose was scanned multiple times with no torque applied at either end. The mount points were about 7 inches apart and the orientation vectors were coplanar. The line of sight is approximately parallel to the plane containing the orientation vectors. One end of the hose was twisted and released and a scan was taken. The free end was then twisted in the other direction and released and scanned. Then, the other end of the hose was rotated 90 degrees and the process and the process was repeated. The multiple scans show a separation of 2.33 inches. One should plan for this potential static deviation in order to maintain clearance. 
SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
The modeling method presented here places a hose model of an exact length with precision using a multi-body dynamics modeler. It will work in any 3 dimensional multi-body dynamics modeler that supports the beam elements outlined here. There are still significant opportunities for using the method improperly.
The observation of high differential torque when the mount directions are not coplanar should be studied further. This differential torque can certainly damage a structure like hydraulic hose which resists twisting. There may be kinematic solutions that can compensate for this effect, but they would have to be effective through the full range of steer, jounce and rebound.
